Heterozygote Priority
All clinicians ordering a thiopurine

Homozygous variant Priority
All clinicians ordering thiopurine Indeterminate Priority
All clinicians ordering thiopurine
Decision Support
• Genotyping results, interpretation of haplotypes assignment of metabolizer status in the context of a specific drug are complex.
• The CYP2D6 genotype result of *2/*2 with a copy number of 1 is equivalent to *2/*5. A result of *2/*5 signifies that the patient has one copy of a wild-type (*2, normal function) allele and one deleted (*5) allele. Activity Score 4O The diplotype result equates to a CYP2D6 activity score of 1.5.
Activity Score 4P
The diplotype result equates to a CYP2D6 activity score of 1. As guidelines for genedrug pairs evolve, it is possible that for certain medications, doses will need to be selectively adjusted for patients with this activity score.
Educational Link 5CCC For more information about specific medications metabolized by CYP2D6, please go to www.stjude.org/pg4kds. 
2GG
A result of *5/*5 signifies both CYPD2D6 alleles are deleted in this patient.
2W
The CYP2D6 genotype result of *1/*1 with a copy number of 1 is equivalent to *1/*5. A result of *1/*5 signifies …
2X
The CYP2D6 genotype result of *2/*2 with a copy number of 1 is equivalent to *2/*5. 
